Past continuous questions

Exercise 4. Simon and his girlfriend Sharon were at a restaurant during their lunch break. Make questions in the past continuous to ask about them. ___________________________________________________________

Where .................................................................?
At a table by the window.

What .................................................................?  
Coffee with milk and a glass of apple juice.

What ............... Simon .................................?  
The apple juice.

............................................................ anything?  
No, nothing. They were not hungry.

What ............... Sharon .................................?  
A white pullover and black jeans.

How .............. she .............................. in her outfit?  
She was really pretty.

............... they .............................. anything special?
Not really. They were just talking.

What ........................................................ about?  
About their friends from school.

How ............. Simon ...................... at the restaurant?
He was quite happy and relaxed.
Answer key
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Where were they sitting?
What were they drinking?
What was Simon drinking?
Were they eating anything?
What was Sharon wearing?
How was she looking in her outfit?
Were they doing anything special?
What were they talking | speaking | chatting about?
How was Simon feeling at the restaurant?